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To participate in the Service Responsibility Option (SRO), you must be capable of performing all management tasks required, or you may designate a willing responsible party to assist you or to perform those management tasks on your behalf.
SRO Individual Responsibilities     
As an individual using the SRO, I understand that my responsibilities include:
·    participating in SRO orientation;
·    participating in the service planning process by:
◦  negotiating with the SRO agency supervisor about the frequency and schedule of quality assurance visits;
◦  discussing any concerns about managing my care with the SRO agency supervisor;
◦  requesting on-site assistance from the SRO agency supervisor while I orient my new attendant, if I so desire; and
◦  negotiating with the SRO agency supervisor to develop a back-up plan when my attendant cannot come to work;
·    selecting my personal attendant(s) from candidates sent to me by the provider agency (this may include someone I recommend to the SRO agency supervisor and someone who has completed the SRO agency pre-employment screen);
·    informing the SRO agency supervisor within 24 hours:
◦ of all personal attendants that I select;
◦  if the attendant gives notice or quits; or
◦  if I want to dismiss the attendant;
·    completing the “Reason Selected or Not Selected” checklist that is in my toolkit for each candidate I interview and sending it to the SRO agency;
·    training my personal attendant on how to safely perform the approved tasks in the manner I desire (I understand that I cannot ask the attendant to do tasks other than those approved in my service plan, and that I cannot ask them to do anything that is unsafe, illegal or against program rules);
·    supervising my personal attendant (s);
·    ensuring and verifying that my attendant does only the tasks listed in my service plan and works only the number of hours listed in my service plan;
·    complying with SRO agency payroll and attendant policies provided to me by the SRO agency supervisor;
·    evaluating my attendant's job performance at the time designated by the SRO agency;
·    reviewing, approving and signing SRO agency employee timesheets after the attendant completes them;
·    ensuring that employee timesheets are submitted to the SRO agency within the time frames designated by the SRO agency;
·    calling the SRO agency for support about supervision or communication problems, if needed; 
·    notifying the SRO agency as soon as possible if my personal attendant will be absent and if I need a substitute;
 ·    using the following complaint procedures, if needed:
◦ If I feel that my SRO agency is not fulfilling the expected responsibilities, I will address those issues directly with my SRO agency. If the SRO agency and I are not able to resolve my concerns/issues, I will contact my case manager or service coordinator.
◦  If my concerns and issues are still not resolved, I may select another SRO agency to provide my home care services. I must notify my case manager or service coordinator if I decide I want to transfer from one SRO agency to another SRO agency. My case manager or service coordinator will make all the necessary arrangements for the transfer;
·    notifying my case manager or service coordinator and/or SRO agency supervisor if I have any health or safety concerns or worries about being taken advantage of by my attendant (if needed, I may request an interdisciplinary team meeting); and
·    notifying my case or service coordinator manager and SRO agency supervisor if I decide to switch to either the Agency Option or Consumer Directed Service option.
I understand that I am taking on more responsibility by becoming an SRO individual and if I am negligent in my supervision or training, I could be held legally responsible for any injuries to the attendant.
I also understand that my services are funded by public funds (state and/or federal). Discriminating against applicants and employees based on race, creed, color, national origin, sex, age, disability or sexual orientation is prohibited and against the law.
Case Manager/Service Coordinator Responsibilities
Your case manager or service coordinator is responsible for informing you of all the options for managing your personal assistance services and for reviewing the “It's Your Choice” self-assessment tool with you to help determine if the SRO is right for you. In addition, the case manager's or service coordinator's responsibilities include:
·   working with the SRO agency to assess your service level needs;
·   coordinating the development of the service plan;
·   presenting the list of agencies that are offering the SRO;
·   training you in consumer rights and responsibilities under HHSC programs;
·   educating you on your SRO rights, responsibilities and resources;
·   redeveloping your service plan when your needs change;
·   being a resource if you have health or safety concerns or worries about being taken advantage of by your attendant;
·   convening an interdisciplinary team meeting in instances where you have health and safety concerns or when you having difficulty selecting or keeping an attendant, or other issues relating to services that cannot otherwise be resolved; and
·   monitoring services provided by you and the SRO agency as required by policy.
SRO Agency Responsibilities
The SRO agency agrees to perform the following services, including:
·    developing a service plan in coordination with you and your case manager or service coordinator;
·    discussing and negotiating potential backup plans for those times when your attendant is absent from work;
·    ensuring you have access to training materials and resources (for example, the “It's Your Choice” curriculum);
·    explaining SRO to your attendant(s), after selection by you, and indicating that the SRO agency is the employer of record and that you are the day-to-day manager of attendants;
·    explaining to your attendant(s) that if the attendant has health or safety concerns about you (such as seeing your condition changing) or cannot resolve an issue after talking to you, the attendant should contact the SRO agency; 
·    sending up to three potential attendants from the SRO agency for you to interview; 
·    providing you with SRO agency timesheets and orienting you to the SRO agency's timesheet submission process, including how frequently timesheets must be completed;
·    receiving and processing employee timesheets from the attendant(s);
·    sending a substitute attendant, within the required time frame, when you request one;
·    sending new attendants, within the required time frame, for you to interview at your request; and
·    orienting you on the SRO agency's attendant evaluation process, including giving you forms and the schedule for evaluating attendants.
Individual/Member and Responsible Party
I have read and understand my role and responsibilities for SRO attendant management. I also understand that if I am unwilling or unable to adhere to these responsibilities, I will not be able to use SRO to receive my personal assistance services.
HHSC Case Manager or Service Coordinator
I have explained to the individual the roles and responsibilities for SRO attendant management. I have given the individual the “It's Your Choice” brochure and will make the referral for SRO Orientation.
SRO Agency Supervisor
I have confirmed the individual's choice to use the SRO option to manage personal attendant services and I will fulfill my responsibilities.
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